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Abstract

Process industries are cornerstones of today’s industrialized world, contributing signif-
icantly to the production of diverse commodities and materials that are used in our
everyday lives. Our culture’s consumerist ideology together with the growing global pop-
ulation has created an ever-increasing appetite for the use and consumption of various
products. Process intensification is currently recognized as one of several techniques that
can be used to boost manufacturing efficiency and capacity in a sustainable and energy-
efficient way. This thesis focuses on the use of hydrodynamic and acoustic cavitation for
this purpose.

High-intensity ultrasound-induced cavitation can alter the physical and chemical
properties of a wide range of materials and thereby accelerate various physical and
chemical processes. Despite the advantages of hydrodynamic and acoustic cavitation
techniques, their applications in process industries remain limited because they require
thorough refinement and optimization of several process parameters to overcome compli-
cations encountered during large-scale implementations. These challenges include issues
relating to stability and robustness, energy conservation, and high flow speeds. One
way to overcome some of these challenges would be to develop scalable reactor designs.
Therefore, the initial work presented in this thesis involved performing multiphysical
simulations and experiments to support the development of flow-through reactors with
high hydrodynamic and acoustic cavitation efficiency.

In these reactors, high intensity ultrasound is used to induce hydrodynamic activation
of tiny gas bubbles in the flowing fluid, resulting in their collapse. The transient collapse
of these cavitation bubbles generates localized high temperatures and extreme pressures
along with microscale shockwaves, leading to pronounced physical and chemical impacts
on the material being processed. The optimization of the reactor design involved both
experimental and numerical investigations. Numerical simulations were conducted using
commercially accessible multiphysics simulation software that can model acoustics, struc-
tural dynamics, fluid dynamics, and piezoelectric components. The reactor design was
validated by measurements of impedance and acoustic pressure, aluminum foil erosion
tests, and calorimetric experiments. The developed cavitation reactors were then used
in two case studies, one focusing on fibrillation processes in the paper and pulp industry,
and another targeting leaching of mineral concentrates from metals.

In case study I, fibrillation of cellulose fibers in the developed reactors enabled energy-
efficient modification of the mechanical properties of the fiber wall. Cavitation exposed
the fibers to a range of shear forces and micro-jets that induced peeling, swelling, de-
lamination, and external and internal fibrillation. Key parameters in this process were
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the excitation frequency, power density, flow characteristics, concentration (viscosity),
static pressure, and temperature. The reactor’s maximum flow rate was 80 l/min and
its power density was 0.45 W/cm3. A key issue was to balance the contributions of
hydrodynamic and acoustic cavitation to the pulp’s properties. When processing high
temperature chemi-thermomechanical pulp (HT-CTMP) derived from spruce fibers, the
best fiber properties were obtained using a fiber concentration of 2.0 % and a process
temperature of 60◦C; the electrical energy used in this process was equivalent to 385
kWh/bdt.

Case study II explored the impact of hydrodynamic and acoustic cavitation (HAC)
on the leaching of tungsten (WO3) from scheelite. The objectives were to minimize
leaching time, reduce energy usage, and increase the tungsten recovery rate. Various
experimental strategies including dual-frequency excitation and variation of the reactor’s
orifice geometry were investigated to achieve these objectives. The mineral suspension
in the reactor was excited at frequencies of 23 kHz and 39 - 43 kHz using different flow
settings, and the effects of varying the leaching time, temperature, acoustic pressure,
and orifice plate geometry were studied. The leaching temperature was varied between
40◦C and 80◦C, and the concentration of the leaching agent, sodium hydroxide (NaOH),
was 10 mol/L. The results obtained were compared to those achievable using traditional
chemical leaching. Acoustic cavitation using an energy supply equivalent to 130 kWh/kg
of scheelite concentrate yielded a tungsten recovery rate of 71.5 %, while the recovery
achieved without ultrasound was only 36.7 %. The developed method is energy efficient,
providing a greater recovery rate than current chemical methods at a lower temperature
and static pressure.

Overall, the results presented herein show that energy efficient process intensification
can be achieved by hydrodynamic initiation of cavitation bubbles coupled with strong
acoustic cavitation induced by excitation at multiple frequencies tailored to the reactor’s
optimized design, as well as optimization of the process pressure and temperature based
on the properties of the materials to be treated. The developed 1200 mm long reactor
has a 40 % power conversion efficiency and it is well adapted for scale-up. The strength
of the hydrodynamic cavitation effect in flow-through mode is almost twice that under
static conditions, and the reactor’s performance in flow-through mode is stable.

Keywords: Ultrasound, Acoustic and Hydrodynamic Cavitation, Process intensifica-
tion, Sonochemistry
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think
in terms of energy, frequency and vibration."

Nikola Tesla

1.1 General information

Process industries are important for the functioning of modern industrialized societies
because of their role in supplying commodities and items that are ubiquitous in our day-
to-day lives. Population growth together with our society’s consumption-driven economy
has boosted demand for commodities, necessitating greater efficiency in their production.
This can be achieved through process intensification. One way of achieving process inten-
sification is by exposing the treated material to hydrodynamic and acoustic cavitation in
the process flow. Cavitation can modify the physical or chemical properties of different
materials and thereby increase rates of production or product quality.

Sound waves are characterized by their frequency, intensity, and duration. They may
be either audible or inaudible, depending on their frequency; humans can hear sounds
with frequencies between 16 Hz - 16000 Hz. However, some creatures such as bats can
produce and hear much higher frequencies. The term ultrasound refers to sounds with
frequencies from 20 kHz to 200 MHz. The ultrasound frequency range is further divided
into two sub-ranges based on frequency:

• Low intensity ultrasound, which refers to ultrasound with high frequencies of 1
MHz - 10 MHz.

• High intensity ultrasound, which refers to low frequency ultrasound (20 kHz - 100
kHz).

In the frequency range of 20 kHz to 100 kHz it can induce transient cavitation in
liquids, which can have dramatic and potentially destructive effects on a wide range of
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2 Thesis Introduction

Figure 1.1: Ultrasound propagation in liquid resulting in the formation and subsequent collapse
of cavitation bubbles [5]

materials. Higher frequency waves (1 MHz to 10 MHz; low intensity ultrasound) cannot
induce transient cavitation and are commonly used in medical diagnostics [1].

The concept of cavitation was first discussed by Leonhard Euler in 1754, but the term
“cavitation” was coined 150 years later in 1895 by J. Thornycroft and S.W. Barnaby [2],
who discovered many of the phenomena associated with this process and their damaging
effects on ship propellers, pumps, and other devices [3]. The rapid motion of propeller
blades in water causes water molecules to be pulled apart from one-another, creating tiny
unstable cavities that subsequently implode in a process that generates very high local
temperatures and pressures as well as powerful microscale shockwaves. These phenomena
lead to pitting of the propeller’s surface and ultimately to its mechanical failure. Because
this is a highly undesirable outcome, propeller designs were adapted to minimize the
occurrence of cavitation.

Cavitation bubbles in liquids can also be induced by high intensity ultrasound, as
shown in Figure 1.1. When the ultrasound power is relatively low, cavities grow by a
comparatively slow process called rectified diffusion. Under these circumstances, a cavity
will oscillate over many expansion and compression cycles, and the amount of gas or
vapor diffusing into or out of the cavity will depend on its surface area, which is slightly
larger during expansion than compression. Thus, over many acoustic cycles, the cavity
will grow. The growing cavity can eventually reach a critical size, called the resonant
size, at which it efficiently absorbs energy from the ultrasonic waves. The critical size
depends on the liquid properties and the frequency of the ultrasound; at 20 kHz in water,
for example, the critical cavity radius is roughly 170µm. Upon reaching this size, the
cavity can grow rapidly over a few ultrasonic wave cycles. This rapid growth leaves
the cavity unable to support itself, causing it to collapse and the surrounding liquid to
rush in. The cavity thus implodes, leading to a massive and highly localized increase in
pressure and temperature that can drive a range of physical and chemical processes [4].
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1.2 Problems and motivation

Although there is a good theoretical understanding of the parameters governing the dy-
namics and impact of hydrodynamic and acoustic cavitation, they are rarely exploited
in process industry applications. There are two main reasons for this: (i) the inten-
tional use of cavitation requires extensive optimization of multiple process parameters,
and (ii) large-scale use of cavitation presents a number of problems relating to stability,
robustness, energy efficiency, and high flow rates. This thesis seeks to solve some of
these problems by designing and optimizing a scalable flow-through reactor that uses hy-
drodynamic and acoustic cavitation to enable intensification of selected energy-intensive
industrial processes.

1.3 Purpose and objective

Transient cavitation has attracted interest as an underexplored phenomenon that could
facilitate process intensification. This thesis focuses on the development and use of reac-
tors exploiting hydrodynamic and acoustic cavitation that have the potential to deliver
significantly better energy efficiency and intensity than conventional processes used in
pulp and paper production and for extracting metals from minerals. These industrial sec-
tors are facing growing pressure to improve their energy efficiency because of their high
energy use. Swedish paper mills collectively account for around 19 % of Sweden’s total
industrial energy consumption [6]. Much of this consumption is due to refining, which is
the most energy-intensive process in paper making; conventional refining techniques have
an energy efficiency of only 1 % [6]. Leaching of minerals with high activation energies
is another energy-intensive process. Minerals in this category include tetrahedrite, nickel
laterites, scheelite, and wolframite, all of which are commonly leached in autoclaves at
elevated pressures and temperatures.

1.4 Research questions

The work presented in this thesis was guided by the following four research questions:

• Can a scalable cavitation reactor concept be developed and optimized on the basis
of multiphysics simulations and experimental verification?

• Is it possible to control hydrodynamic and acoustic cavitation effects in such a way
as to increase the yield of cellulose fibers and modify their physical characteristics
during refining process?

• What are the optimal process parameter settings that maximize the energy ef-
ficiency of cavitation-based on refining processes and how can these settings be
determined?
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• Is it possible to adapt the hydrodynamic and acoustic cavitation reactor concept
to achieve high recovery of metals from hard to leach minerals?



Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

“The only person who is educated is the one who has
learned how to learn and change."

Carl Rogers

2.1 Fundamentals of cavitation

Changing the pressure and/or temperature of a liquid changes its thermodynamic state.
When its pressure is reduced and its temperature rises, the liquid approaches the gaseous
state. For instance, if water is heated at constant pressure, a state is eventually reached
at which vapor-filled bubbles start to grow and collapse, which is known as boiling (see
Figure 2.1).

Ultrasonic waves cause fluid molecules to oscillate around their mean position in
space, being pushed together during the compression cycle and pulled apart during the
rarefaction cycle. When a liquid is subjected to sufficient negative pressure during the
rarefaction cycle, the molecules will be pulled apart until their separation becomes so

Figure 2.1: Phase diagram of water with the saturated vapor/liquid line shown in blue.
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6 Theoretical Background

Figure 2.2: Regions of stable and transient cavitation [8]

great that it disrupts the attractive van der Waals interactions that maintain the liquid
state, resulting in the formation of small cavities or gas-filled micro-bubbles. These
bubbles then grow over successive wave cycles, taking in dissolved gases and vapor from
the liquid until they reach their resonant size. Depending on the intensity of the acoustic
field, two types of cavitation can occur:

• Stable cavitation, in which the formed microbubbles are stable and have life-
times of many acoustic cycles because they mainly contain gas (rather than vapor),
preventing rapid collapse.

• Transient cavitation, which occurs when the acoustic pressure equals or exceeds
the static pressure. Bubbles formed under these conditions have shorter lifetimes
than those formed during stable cavitation because they have a higher content of
vapor and therefore implode rapidly after a few cycles.

Interactions between nearby bubbles create a non-uniform acoustic pressure field,
causing bubbles to suddenly and rapidly expand to unstable sizes and then implode.
In practice, bubbles often aggregate into clouds that have lower resonant frequencies
than individual bubbles and collapse together [7]. The implosion of cavitation bubbles
generates localized high temperatures, pressures and microscale shockwaves, which can
have a wide range of physical and chemical consequences.

Many researchers attribute the unusual chemical and physical effects of cavitation to
transient rather than stable cavitation because the former results in a greater number
of implosions per unit time, which can lead to better mixing of reactants and increase
the rate of radical formation. The diverse chemical and mechanical effects of cavitation
were thoroughly reviewed by Kiel [8]. As shown in Figure 2.3, a key physical effect of
cavitation is that bubble collapse results in the formation of microjets with sufficient
power to deform solid surfaces.

Cavitation can be induced in a fluid using transducers that convert an electrical signal
into mechanical vibration. For example, when a sinusoidal voltage is applied over both
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Figure 2.3: Representation of the physical effects of cavitation [9]

surfaces of a planar piezoelectric material, a vibration proportional to the applied voltage
is generated. Cavitation can also be induced using a focused electromagnetic acoustic
transducer (EMAT), which produces a high-intensity shock wave in the surrounding fluid
[10]. Cavitation bubbles form in the wave’s negative pressure region, causing localized
ruptures of the fluid. Secondary cavitation transients formed by the collapse of the pri-
mary bubbles may also occur. The two main types of electrochemical transducers used
in industrial applications are piezoelectric and magnetostrictive transducers. Piezoelec-
tric transducers are constructed from piezoelectric materials; most modern examples are
made of ceramic materials such as lead zirconate titanate.

2.2 Bubble dynamics

The dynamics of bubbles are described by the general Rayleigh-Plesset equation 2.1 which
was expressed by Franc (2006) [11] as

ρ(RR̈ +
3

2
Ṙ2) = [pv − p∞(t)] + pg0

(
R0

R

)3γ

− 2S

R
− 4µ

Ṙ

R
(2.1)

Here, R denotes the bubble radius and Ṙ and R̈ are the first and second order time
derivatives of the bubble radius, respectively. The surface tension is denoted as S, while
pv and p∞(t) represent the vapor pressure and the far field pressure of the surrounding
liquid, respectively. This equation allows us to relate the surrounding pressure to the
temporal development of the bubble radius. It can clearly be seen that the bubble radius
will decrease with increasing liquid pressure, which means that cavitation bubbles will
have a shorter lifespan if the pressure recovery occurs close to the orifice and vice versa.
However, the non-linearity of Equation 2.1 means that this is a rather simplified way of
looking at things, and that bubbles will respond non-linearly to changes in pressure. This
partly explains the dramatic and rapid changes in the properties of cavitation bubbles.
For instance, a drop in pressure leading to a nonlinear increase in the bubble radius
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implies a depressed vapor pressure inside the rapidly expanding bubble [12]. This low
pressure inside the bubble can further accelerate the rapid collapse by creating very high
pressure gradients across the bubble wall.

It is important to note that the Rayleigh-Plesset equation assumes adiabatic condi-
tions in the control volume surrounding the bubble because the bubble’s evolution is so
quick that heat transfer will be negligible on the relevant time scales. This means that
conditions in the control volume will not be isothermal, and the heat needed for vapor-
ization will come from the volume of the liquid surrounding the bubble. Consequently,
both the temperature and pressure within this very small volume will vary dramatically
[11].

2.3 Parameters affecting cavitation

The ambient conditions of the system influence the cavitation intensity, which affects
the yield. These conditions include the temperature, hydrostatic pressure, irradiation
frequency, acoustic power, and ultrasonic intensity. Other parameters that significantly
affect the cavitation intensity are the dissolved gases, liquid properties, and sample prepa-
ration. Each of these factors is described in detail below.

2.3.1 Cavitation in multiphase flows

Multiphase flows can be simply described as simultaneous flows of two or more phases,
which could be two phases of one species (e.g., water and steam) or flows of multiple
species (e.g., water and air). Such flows are characterized based on the phases that are
present; the four main types of multiphase flows are gas-liquid, gas-solid, liquid-solid,
and three-phase flows. They can also be categorized according to how the phases mix
and form contact surfaces. This results in a distinction between [13]:

• Dispersed flows, in which one phase consists of discrete elements in a second con-
tinuous phase; examples include droplets in a gas flow or bubbles in a liquid. In
such cases, the discrete phases are not in contact with each other.

• Separated flows, in which the phases have only line of contact – for instance, an
annular ring of liquid in a pipe with a central gas flow.

Hydrodynamic cavitation is most easily described using the Bernoulli equation for in-
compressible flow:

p+
1

2
ρv2 = const (2.2)

Here, p denotes the local static pressure, ρ is the density of the fluid, and v is the
velocity of flow. According to this equation, the static pressure must decrease when the
flow velocity increases. If this causes the static pressure to fall below the fluid vapor
pressure, gas bubbles will form in the fluid flow, resulting in cavitation. This can be
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induced in a flow by making the flow pass through a smaller pipe orifice or venturi,
which causes the flow velocity to increase to satisfy continuity.

Cavitation is in many ways similar to boiling (see Figure 1.1) but instead of being
limited by the rate of heat transfer, it is only limited by the inertial effects of the cavitating
liquid. It can therefore occur much more rapidly than boiling. The quick expansions and
implosions of the bubbles are the reason it can be quite a damaging process. Because
the local pressure must be lower than the saturation pressure, cavitation can occur once
the cavitation number falls below zero (see Equation 2.3). However, if one can predict
where this can occur and control the cavitating flows, these violent processes could be
put to good use [14]. Many studies have investigated the pressure development and
erosion of collapsing cavitation bubbles, several of which were reviewed by Okada et al.
[15]. Though results vary somewhat between studies, the bubble collapse pressures are
typically found to be on the order of gigapascals.

A number of studies have been conducted on modeling of cavitation and the conditions
that must be fulfilled for cavitation to occur. The basic requirements were listed by Sauer
[16], who defined the basic cavitation number as:

σ =
p− psat
1
2
ρlU2

(2.3)

Here, p and psat are the static and saturation pressures, ρl is the liquid density,
and U is the liquid velocity. This equation yields a dimensionless ratio equal to the
pressure difference between the static and saturation pressures divided by the dynamic
pressure of the flowing liquid. However, the cavitation number is unlike other flow-related
dimensionless numbers in that cavitation cannot be said to occur at one specific value.
Instead, the conditions under which cavitation occurs depend on several mechanical and
dynamic factors including the number of cavitation nuclei, friction, and surface tension
[16]. Cavitation nuclei are considered to be ‘weak spots’ in the fluid structure and could
for instance be dissolved gas molecules, contact points with solid surfaces, or small solid
particles in the liquid.

The effects of these factors can be quite dramatic. For example, theoretical analyses
have shown that a liquid without nuclei could tolerate tensions in the region of 1000
bar without disruption of the liquid structure, but practical experience and experiments
show that tensions below 1 bar are often sufficient to induce cavitation [16]. Even under
experimental conditions, degassed and filtered water cannot withstand tensions larger
than around 280 bar [17]. This can be explained by assuming that even very pure fluids
have cavitation nuclei; a genuinely pure fluid is an entirely theoretical concept. Thus, for
engineering purposes, it can usually be assumed that cavitation nuclei are abundant.

2.3.2 Dissolved Gases

Dissolved gases act as nucleation sites for cavitation. If gases are removed from the
reaction mixture by the implosion of cavitation bubbles, the initiation of new cavitation
events becomes increasingly difficult. Bubbling gases through the mixture facilitates the
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production of cavitation bubbles, but the type of gas used is important. Generally, a
gas with a high specific heat ratio gives a stronger cavitation effect than one with a low
specific heat ratio. Because bubble collapse occurs over a very short period of time (3.5µs
as estimated by [18]), it can be assumed to occur adiabatically. Monatomic gases such
as argon and helium convert more energy upon cavitation than diatomic gases such as
nitrogen and oxygen because of their larger specific heat ratios. Gases that are extremely
soluble in the reaction mixture may weaken the cavitation effect because the bubbles
formed may re-dissolve before collapse occurs. However, bubbles that do not dissolve
often become so large (because of facile penetration of gas into the bubble) that they
float to the surface and disintegrate. The thermal conductivity of the gas is also important
because although the collapse is modeled as being adiabatic, a small amount of heat is
transferred to the bulk liquid mixture during implosion; as the thermal conductivity of
the gas increases, so does the amount of heat lost due to thermal dissipation in this
manner. Several studies have measured the cavitation intensity in liquids containing
various dissolved gases [19, 20, 21].

2.3.3 Ambient Temperature

In general, an increase in the ambient temperature weakens the overall cavitation effect.
This is a result of a sequence of events. First, as the ambient temperature rises, the equi-
librium vapor pressure of the system also increases. This facilitates bubble formation by
reducing the cavitation threshold. However, the resulting cavitation bubbles contain more
vapor. This reduces the energy released by cavitation because it cushions the implosion
and because some of the enthalpy generated during the implosion drives condensation.
Cavitation effects are therefore generally stronger at lower temperatures, when a majority
of the bubbles’ contents are gases. However, in certain applications the most favorable
results may be obtained at an intermediate optimal temperature [22, 23, 24].

2.3.4 Ambient Pressure

Increasing the ambient pressure generally strengthens the overall cavitation effect because
it reduces the mixture’s vapor pressure, which increases the intensity of the implosion and
thus increases the amount of energy released during cavitation. However, the magnitude
of this increase is limited, as found by Moulton when investigating the ultrasonic hy-
drogenation of soybean oil [25, 26] and by Entezari [27]. When these authors performed
hydrogenation at ambient pressures of 13.7 bar and above, they found that ultrasound
had little effect on the catalyst’s activity; upon reducing the pressure to 7.9 bar, the
effects of ultrasound increased significantly [20]. It appeared that operating at pressures
of 13.7 bar and above increased the cavitation threshold in the system to a level at which
cavitation bubbles could no longer form or were produced in such small quantities that
they did not significantly affect the overall reaction. For any given system , an optimum
operating pressure will most likely exist [21]. Changing the hydrostatic pressure can al-
ter the resonance frequency and equilibrium radius of the bubbles and drive the system
toward resonant conditions. This approach was adopted by Cum et. al. [28], who found
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that operating under resonant conditions increased the rate and yield of the targeted
reaction.

2.3.5 Liquid properties

Cavities are more readily formed when using a liquids with a high vapor pressure, low
viscosity, and low surface tension. Lorimer and Mason investigated the effects of the
natural cohesive forces of the liquid on cavitation and found that the most intense cav-
itation occurred in more viscous liquids [29]. Other researchers [30] and [31] found that
cavitation was inhibited when using the extremely volatile solvent diethyl ether, which
has a vapor pressure of approximately 0.73 bar at 25◦C. When choosing a liquid for a
particular application involving cavitation, the appropriate family of liquids is frequently
dictated by the type of chemistry involved (for example, by the temperature dependence
of the reaction of interest, the solubility of the reagents, or other relevant chemical fac-
tors). Once a suitable family of liquids is identified, the effects of the different liquids
within that family on cavitation can be investigated.

2.3.6 Ultrasound Frequency

The frequency of the ultrasound has a significant effect on the cavitation process because
it alters the critical size of the cavitation bubble. At very high frequencies, the cavitation
effect is reduced because either (i) the rarefaction cycle of the sound wave produces a
negative pressure whose duration and/or intensity are insufficient to initiate cavitation, or
(ii) the compression cycle occurs more quickly than the time required for the microbubble
to collapse. In the past, ultrasound cavitation was typically induced by sonication at
frequencies between 20 and 50 kHz. This is because relatively small changes in frequency
have no apparent effect on some chemical reactions such as the dissociation of carbon
disulfide [27]. However, more recent research has shown that in other reactions such as
oxidations, higher frequencies may lead to higher reaction rates. For example, the rate of
sonochemical iodide oxidation in the presence of air was 31 times greater when operating
at a frequency of 900 kHz than at 20 kHz [23, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 27, 32].

In summary, lower frequency ultrasound produces more violent cavitation, leading
to higher localized temperatures and pressures at the cavitation site. However, higher
frequencies may actually increase the number of free radicals in the system because
although they produce less violent cavitation, they generate more cavitation events and
thus more opportunities for free radicals to form [33]. It is also evident that combinations
of two to three different frequencies can give better yields and higher cavitation intensities
than single frequency excitation [34, 35].

2.3.7 Acoustic Power

Many authors have observed that as the power delivered to a liquid increases, the cav-
itation intensity increases to a maximum and then decreases as the power is increased
further [35]. This behavior may be due to the formation of a dense cloud of cavitation
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bubbles near the probe tip that blocks the transmission of energy from the probe to
the fluid [36][37]. The optimum power level also depends on the operating frequency
[38]. When investigating the rate of corrosion of 304L stainless steel, the authors found
that the maxima of the curves (i.e. the power optima) differed for different ultrasonic
frequencies.

Several methods for determining the power dissipated (Pdiss) in a reaction mixture
have been reported. One of the most common is calorimetry, which assumes that the
energy delivered to the system is ultimately dissipated as heat in accordance with the
equation below:

pdiss =

(
dT

dt

)
t=0

mCp (2.4)

Here, m and Cp are the mass and specific heat capacity of the suspension, respectively,
and (dT/dt)t=0 is the initial slope of the temperature rise of the reaction mixture versus
the duration of ultrasonic irradiation. The initial temperature rise of the system is
independent of the initial bulk liquid temperature (< 40◦C), the height of the liquid in
the vessel, and the horn height [39, 33]. Unfortunately, few authors report the acoustic
power dissipated in their reaction systems, making it difficult for other researchers to
reproduce results or compare reaction conditions [40].

Hagenson and Doraiswamy concluded that equation 2.4 needed to be modified to
account for the heat absorbed by the vessel as well as the liquid [41], giving the expression
below:

pdiss =

(
dT

dt

)
t=0

mliquidCp,liquid +

(
dTV
dt

)
t=0

(AWSXW )ρvesselCvessel (2.5)

2.4 Estimation of ultrasonic parameters
The following sections and Table 2.1 summarize the ultrasonic parameters that have
been estimated by different authors through either experimental research or model-based
simulations. While the actual values of the parameters are system dependent, the values
in the table represent useful order-of-magnitude estimates for modeling studies.

2.4.1 Ultrasonic Intensity

The maximum ultrasonic intensity (Imax) is related to the pressure amplitude (pA) by

Imax =
p2A
ρc

(2.6)

Here, ρ is the density of the liquid medium and c is the velocity of sound in that medium.
In a free field, the intensity of the sound in the medium (I) will decrease as the distance
from the transmitting source (dT ) increases, in accordance with the equation below:

I = Imaxe
(−2αdT ) (2.7)
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Table 2.1: Estimates of parameters needed to model ultrasonic systems [40]
Parameters Definition Value System con-

dition
Method of
determina-
tion

Dependent
upon

Reference

N Number of
cavitation
bubbles per
unit time
and liquid
volume

2.6 ∗ 1010(Ls) Aqueous
solvent ul-
trasonic bath
frequency 20
kHz

Model simu-
lation

Power input
Frequency
Vessel type
Position
in vessel
Solvent
Dissolved
gases

[18]

" " 4.105(Ls) Organic
solvent
mixtures
ultrasonic
probe freq:
20kHz

Chemical
dosimeter
Reaction
kinetics

Power input
Frequency
Solvent
Dissolved
gases

[42]

Pmax Final pres-
sure(maximum
produced by
collapsed
bubble)

79 bar aqueous
solvent
mixtures
ultrasonic
probe freq:
20kHz

model simu-
lation

bubble con-
tents bulk
liquid temp

[18]

R0 Initial cavity
size

2.0µm aqueous
solvent
mixtures
ultrasonic
probe freq:
20kHz

model simu-
lation

Power input
Frequency

[18]

tm Transient
bubble
collapse

3.5µs aqueous
solvent
mixtures
ultrasonic
probe freq:
20kHz

model simu-
lation

[18]

Tmax Final
tempera-
ture(maximum
produced by
collapsed
bubble)

2064 K aqueous
solvent
mixtures
ultrasonic
probe freq:
20kHz

model simu-
lation

bubble con-
tents bulk
liquid temp

[18]

Vmj Microjet
velocity(jet
perpendicu-
lar to solid
surface)

100 m/s Water Micro- cine-
matographic
sequences
and flash
micro- pho-
tography

[4]
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Here, α is the attenuation coefficient of the medium.
When a probe system is used, the intensity (Irad) of ultrasound at the surface of the

ultrasonic device (typically expressed in W/cm2) is equal to the power dissipated (Pdiss)
divided by the area of the probe tip (Ap):

Irad =
pdiss
Ap

(2.8)

The acoustic intensity can also be quantitatively determined using a chemical dosime-
ter such as the decomposition ratio of 5, 10, 15, 20-tetrakis (4-sulfotophenyl)-porphyrin
(H2TPPS4-)[43]. However, in a contained fluid volume a pressure field will build up
upon sonication. At specific resonance frequencies, standing waves known as resonant
modes are established. Very large variations in pressure occur at the antinodes of these
modes, whereas the variation in pressures along the nodal lines is close to zero. This
effect has a huge impact on the cavitation intensity because of its sensitivity to variation
in pressure. The spatial variation in sound pressure also generates so-called Bjerkenes
forces that cause bubbles, particles, and bodies of low mass to move [44]. To optimize
the cavitation effect and its energy efficiency, the sound field must be controlled. The
optimal cavitation intensity can be determined by measuring the pressure signal [40]: the
maximum of the pressure amplitude ratio p(1.5fus)/p(fus) indicates the optimal inten-
sity, as shown in Figure 2.4. If the ultrasonic amplitude becomes too high, the power
conversion efficiency decreases.

Figure 2.4: Sound pressure amplitude ratio for an excitation frequency of 22 kHz as a function
of the input electrical power [44].
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2.4.2 Characterization of the Sound Field

Numerous tools exist for characterizing the sound field of different acoustic reactors,
including the chemiluminescence of luminol, thermistor probes [45, 46], thermoelectric
probes [47], and measurement of aluminum foil pitting. A comprehensive review of
characterization techniques was published by Hodnett and Zeqiri [48]. The piezoelectric
pressure intensity measurement probe (PPIMP) developed by Soudagar and Samant [42]
has the same shape as a traditional ultrasonic probe and is fitted with a sandwich-type
PZT piezoelectric crystal. It was designed to characterize the sound field of ultrasonic
cleaners but was shown to be effective for sound field characterization in other contexts
as well.
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Chapter 3

Reactor Design Methodology

“I learned very early the difference between knowing
the name of something and knowing something."

Richard Feynman

In literature and in many applications of high power ultrasound various reactor con-
cepts exists [15] and [49, 42, 4, 43, 50]. The most promising designs regarding energy
efficiency and scalable flow through concepts seem to be the double tube type of reac-
tors. The design methodology described in this thesis focus on the reactor concept with
an outer tube of stainless steel and inner tube of plastic material. The suspensions to
be treated by cavitation flow through the inner tube. The volume between the tubes
is filled with degassed and over-pressured water acting as an acoustic wave guide. The
design goal is to maximize the cavitation intensity inside the inner tube by superposition
of different resonant modes and the geometrical focusing effect. Previous research has
shown that the combination of both hydrodynamic and acoustic cavitation can improve
energy efficiency by a factor of 10 [8]. The present reactor concept enables hydrodynamic
cavitation by flow through specially designed nozzles [34].

3.1 Acoustic cavitation

The aim is to design and match different resonance phenomena to achieve a flow-through
reactor resilient for high-intensity acoustic cavitation. The goal is to generate as efficient
power transmission as possible between electrical input and high-intensity cavitation
output. The idea is to fully couple a number of resonant structures, to act as one
unit. To do that, different wave types need to be analyzed and controlled. Maximum
reactor efficiency enhances wave phenomena that create positive interference at the target
frequency. One fundamental assumption is that the pressure builds up inside the tube
is maximized by standing waves in the water jacket (water filled tube). The reactor
structure is excited by sonotrodes to generate bending wave resonances in the outer tube

17
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Figure 3.1: Design flow for reactor optimization.

wall close to the breathing mode resonances of the tubes. The best coupling is obtained
at or above the so called critical frequency (bending wave speed is equal or greater than
the wave speed in the fluid).

Appropriate start values for acoustic optimization is defined with respect to structural
acoustic theory. Figure 3.1 describes the iterative procedure using multiphysic simulation
and experimental verification.

Design parameters are chosen as:

1. Temperature (T),

2. The diameter of fluid volume (Di) or tube mean diameter (Dm),

3. Length of fluid volume (Lf),

4. Wall thickness of the surrounding tube (h),

5. Length of the tube (Ls) and

6. Properties of the fluid in the inner tube
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Varying the design parameters 1 to 6 in three levels, 729 combinations need to be consid-
ered. However, typically at least three of the design variables are kept fixed. Temperature
was set to 20◦C. Inner diameter Di and water volume length Lf were set to values that
gave appropriate mode shapes of the contained volume at the target frequency and tem-
perature. However, in the practical application these variables are dependent on the
effective wave speed of the contained fluid and the cavitation effects. The final geometry
was fixed after a sensitivity analysis.

3.1.1 Wave speeds in fluids and solid materials

The speed of sound in water is dependent on temperature and the amount of cavitation
bubbles in the water. To minimize losses and the effect on wave speed by gas bubbles
the reactor design allows the water jacket volume to be degassed and over-pressured. By
that only the temperature dependence of the water jacket needs to be considered. The
inner volume where suspensions and mixtures flow through was defined by its physical
properties and greater loss factors. Compression speed of sound in solids and fluids is
defined by the Bulk of modulus of elasticity (K) and the fluid density (ρ) see equation.

c =

(
k

ρ

) 1
2

(3.1)

Both K and ρ are temperature dependent. Stainless steel (K = 163.109Pa) and
approximately 80 times harder to compress than water, K= 2.20.109 Pa at 20◦C. The
speed of sound in water as in Figure 3.2 varies to a greater extent with temperature
than the speed of sound in stainless steel. In water at 20◦C, speed of sound c = 1480
m/s. In a tube structure, the longitudinal sound speed needs to be corrected since the
wall thickness is much smaller than the wavelength. In plate and shell structures, the
quasi-longitudinal wave speed is defined by Equation 3.2.

cl =

√
E

ρ(1− v2)
(3.2)

3.1.2 Fluid eigenmodes in a cylindrical volume

For the reactor type aimed for, the geometry of the fluid volume is defined so that two
independent mode shapes will co-exist at the same eigenfrequency. Like a pure mode in
the axial direction and a pure mode in a radial direction. Positive interference between
these two modes will get maximum amplification. But also benefit from an excitation of
the related complex mode at a higher secondary frequency.

The inner diameter (Di) of the tube was the first parameter to be defined. If Di=90
mm and the speed of sound (c) is 1480 m/s (water at 20◦C), then the pure radial
cross-sectional eigenmode (l = 0,m = 0, n = 1, β0,1 = 3.83) occurs at around 20.0 kHz
(Equation 3.3). The mode shape generates maximum pressure at the center and along
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Figure 3.2: Speed of sound in fresh water as a function of temperature.

the walls (Figure 3.3). The two wavelength radial eigenmode will be around 37 kHz. For
optimized response the best result is likely to be achieved by a superposition of a pure
axial mode and the first radial mode, due to expected losses along the reactor centerline,
both by the plastic tubes presence and the changed wave impedance due to high cavitation
activity inside the tube. Altogether, boundary condition and forced excitation will alter
the coupled resonances.

fl,m,n =
c

2

√(
2βm,n
πDi

)2

+

(
lf
Lf

)2

(3.3)

The wavelength in water at 20◦C and 20 kHz is 74 mm. The length of the water
column (Lf ) is defined to create a pure axial standing wave (m=0, n=0) at the target
frequency see, Equation 3.3. Two options exist: (i) lf defined by even numbers, i.e. full
wavelengths; (ii) lf defined by odd numbers, i.e. half wavelengths. The benefit of an
even mode number is a symmetric pressure field. However, there are multiple competing
modes in the frequency range of interest. Some frequencies may not contribute to the
objective and need to be avoided. One example is the circumferential mode in fluid
(m=3, n=0).

3.1.3 Longitudinal resonances in a shell structure

The structural modes are coupled to the fluid inside the tube. A key frequency (fO),
is defined by the breathing mode of the cylinder, which corresponds to a longitudinal
eigenmode in the circumference of the cylinder, see Equation 3.4. For example, a free
cylinder in stainless steel (DM = 100mm) has a breathing mode around 16 kHz, to
maximize the acoustic coupling between the tube structure and the contained fluid fO
needs to be lower than the reactor resonance frequency [51].

fo =
1

πDM

√
E

ρ(1− v2)
(3.4)
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Figure 3.3: Different types of eigenmodes in a circular cross-section of a water filled tube of
stainless steel. The mode type (m=0,n=1) is the target for optimization.

The longitudinal eigenfrequencies of a tube due to longitudinal wave propagation can
be expanded to 3D by combining Equations 3.2 and 3.4. The longitudinal modes along
the tube length may be seen as parasitic modes with weak coupling to the water column
inside the tube. The idea is to enhance the breathing mode and suppress longitudinal
resonances, by mistuning of the tube length (LS 6= lz)

fm,l =

√√√√ E

ρ(1− v2)

[(
mx

πDm

)2

+

(
lz

2Ls

)2]
(3.5)

3.1.4 Bending wave eigenmodes in a cylindrical shell with free
boundaries

Bending waves exist in plate or shell-like structures and is the wave type that radiates
sounds most efficiently. The bending wave combines the properties of a quasi-longitudinal
wave and a transverse wave. The bending wave is dispersive in nature, which means
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that the propagation speed is frequency dependent. Considering a thin walled cylinder
(h << D) with finite length (LS), and free boundaries cB can be defined with respect to
different dimensions and eigenmodes, see Equation 3.6.

cB =
2πf√

(πlz
Ls

)2 + (2mx

DM
)2

(3.6)

The starting point is to determine the wave speeds (cB) dependence on frequency (f),
mode numbers in axial (lz) and tangential (mx) directions, mean diameter (DM), and
tube length. The idea is to excite bending waves in the tube wall in three points, normal
to the wall surface, forming an equal-sided triangle seen in cross-section. For a tube
where Di = 90mm the mean diameter (DM) is determined by the wall thickness (h).
Dividing the circumference of the neutral layer by three (mx = 3) defines the tangential
wavelength (λx). However, due to fluid mass loading and resonances eigenfrequencies
will be shifted more or less.

3.1.5 Critical frequency of a bending wave in a cylindrical shell
structure

The idea is to set the target resonance frequency of the tube geometry (fUS = 20kHz)
close to the critical frequency (fc). The critical bending wavelength λB then needs to
be equal or greater than 74 mm. Due to the difference in acoustic impedance and the
assumed bending wave radiation, the boundary in radial direction is approximately linked
to the mean diameter of the tube (DM). The geometrical relationship for a bending wave
in a tube wall is outlined in Figure 3.4.

The bending wave in a tube travels normally in spiral form, and by unfolding the
cylinder λB can be defined approximately, see Equation 3.7. The finite length of the tube
needs to be an integer of half wavelengths (ls), as specified by Equation 3.5. However, a
symmetric response requires an even integer number.

λB =
λxλz√
λ2x + λ2z

(3.7)

However, the wave speed (cB) also depends on the tube material (ρ, E, v) and thickness
(h), see Equation 3.8. The expression is valid when h << λB and f > f0.

c2B = 2πf

√
Eh2

12ρ(1− v2)
(3.8)

To enable a bending wave speed (cB) of 1480 m/s at the target frequency fUS = 20.0kHz
require a stainless wall thickness to be 11.5 mm. By that, the assumption of a thin
structure is not valid since h/λB = 0.16, and therefore cB need to be corrected due to
the inertia of rotating segments and Poisson effects [52], as in Equation 3.9.

c2Bcorr = 2πf

√
Eh2

12ρ(1− v2)

[
1− 3.6

(
h

λB

)2]
(3.9)
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Figure 3.4: The geometrical conditions for a bending wave propagating along a tube with wall
thickness much smaller than the diameter. The bending wave travels in a spiral and may be
decomposed in an axial component (λz) and a tangential component (λx). The relationship
between the components is approximated by unfolding the tube wall.

To summarize, the acoustic optimization of a tube structure filled with water need
to be treated by coupled analysis. Appropriate start values can be defined as follows:
The circumferential mode number (mx) is set to 3, h = 11.5mm and DM = 101.5mm;
then λx = 106.3mm. With respect to λB = 74mm,and λz = 103.0mm, the tube length
(LS) defined by an even integer number (λz = 8) become 412 mm. Then cB = 1480m/s
when f3,8 = 20, 0kHz. However, these start values are limited to the eigenmodes of
an uncoupled tube structure. Simulating the forced pressure response of the complete
reactor with respect to fluid loading and different loss factors, require a multi-physical
FE-modelling optimization approach.

3.2 Hydrodynamic cavitation

The most energy efficient manner to induce cavitation is by hydrodynamics, i.e. some sort
of contraction-expansion vessel such as a venturi [14]. Several principles for hydrodynamic
cavitation have been investigated [14, 53, 54]. Shankar et.al. have shown the potential of
CFD-optimization with the purpose of significantly lowering the energy consumption in
case of fiber refining [55]. The idea comes from the fact that cavitation has been noted to
contribute to the fibrillation and processing of fibers already in the disc refiners in place
today [54]. Goto et.al. [56] have proposed that the use of liquid jets to generate cavitation
is an efficient method for the fibrillation and processing of the wood pulp fibers.

The implemented design induce hydrodynamic cavitation by running the pulp stream
through a venturi nozzle see Figure 3.5. This is done to increase flow speed and reduce
static pressure as both mass and energy must be conserved in the passage through the
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Figure 3.5: from calculation model for optimized venturi geometry. a) Calculated cavitation
field without fibers b)Calculated flow field with fiber suspension as speed, pressure and viscosity
variations [57].

nozzle. The cavitation bubbles thus induced will then collapse when the pipe expands and
the static pressure recovers, and the idea is to focus the bubble collapse on the surface of
the fibers to achieve fibrillation and processing. This means that the venturi nozzle needs
to be carefully designed so that the cavitation can be controlled and used to concentrate
the processing energy to the fibers and provide effective refinement of the fibers in the
flow. However the most efficient processing require a combination of hydrodynamic and
acoustic cavitation. The acoustic control of the bubbles collapse increases cavitation
intensity and improve fiber processing.

The advantage with this technique compared with the current state-of-the-art is that
it could possibly save large quantities of energy. This is due to a couple of beneficial
aspects of cavitation. As cavitation can be created at near-ambient conditions regarding
temperature and pressure it is a very energy efficient way of creating zones of high
temperature and pressure gradients, namely the regions where the cavitation bubbles
collapse [53]. So instead of having to pressurize or heat the entire stream, similar effects
can be achieved by inducing cavitation in the flow, where the only energy consumption
correlates to the pressure drop over the cavitation zone. This means that fluid-induced
cavitation significantly reduces the amount of energy needed to create local zones of high
temperature and pressure. The disadvantage is that it is hard to control and therefore
has been considered too complicated to use on an industrial scale, but with the rapid
development of CFD technology and engineering in the past decades the potential of
hydrodynamic cavitation has received ever more interest, in particular from chemical
and process industries [58].



Chapter 4

Methods and Procedures

“Take up one idea. Make that one idea your life â
think of it, dream of it, live on that idea. Let the

brain, muscles, nerves, every part of your body, be
full of that idea, and just leave every other idea

alone. This is the way to success."

Swami vivekananda

4.1 Numerical simulation

The numerical simulation has been executed using Comsol multiphysics in 3D configu-
ration. The reactor design comprises a closed tube in stainless steel and a thin walled
plastic pipe located in the center of the tube. The reactor is excited with sonotrodes,
which converts electrical energy into mechanical energy by vibrating the wall of the
reactor. The sonotrode consists of a resonant structure and integrated piezo-ceramic el-
ements, see Figure 4.1. Vibration is excited by an electrical signal that varies over time,
like a pure sinusoid or a square wave at a frequency fixed or slightly varying around the
optimal reactor resonance. The optimized excitation of the reactor walls leads to rise to
high-efficiency and controllable cavitation intensity that affects the suspension flowing
through reactor’s inner tube.

The sonotrodes are symmetrical attached to the tube wall separated circumferentially
by 120◦ see Figure 4.2. The position is chosen to excite the tube wall in a resonant flexural
mode. Moreover, the vibration of the pipe wall creates a high pressure standing wave
inside the tube. The finite element modelling of the reactor is made with respect to
pressure acoustics of water, structure vibrations of solid materials, and the piezo electric
properties of the sonotrodes. The ultrasonic wave propagation in water was simulated
by using the pressure acoustics module in Comsol multiphysics. In this case, the sound
pressure level inside the reactor has been in focus. The governing wave equation for
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Figure 4.1: Displacement mode of the sonotrode

Figure 4.2: Geometry and design variables of the ultrasound reactor.

acoustic wave with losses is given as follows:

δ.

(
− 1

ρc
(δp− qd)

)
− ω2p

ρcc2c
= Qm (4.1)

Where p is acoustic pressure, ρ is density of water, c is speed of ultrasound propagation
in the water, Qm is monopole domain source and qd dipole domain source ρcc2c is bulk
modules.

When simulating the vibrational displacement of the tube both stainless steel and
piezoelectric properties are defined as isotropic and elastic material. Therefore, the linear
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elastic behavior is governed by Newton’s second law:

−ρω2u− δ.σ = FV e
iφ (4.2)

Where u is the structural acceleration, σ stress vector, Fv force vector and φ is the
phase constant.

For piezo electric effect, an applied stress on the piezoelectric materials induces electric
polarization and a build-up of an electric field in the material, or opposite an applied
electric field induces dimension change for piezoelectric material. The electro-mechanical
behavior of the PZT, considered isotropic, can be expressed by two linearized constitutive
equations:

T = cES − eTE

D = eS + εsE
(4.3)

S = sE + dTE

D = dT + εTE
(4.4)

The finite element analysis of the reactor was made in 3D. The mesh in all domains
was defined individually by tetrahedral mesh elements. In order to consider a quasi-
static approximation for each elementary triangular element, the segment length should
be shorter than approximately λ/8 where λ is the wave length of an acoustic wave for a
given frequency for each material. This permits a reduction between computational time
and precision of the results.

The design strategy follows a defined procedure [59]. The boundary conditions in the
end cross sections are either sound hard (water jacket) or defined by an impedance criteria
(flowing fluid inside polycarbonate tube)[60]. The 3D acoustic field within the liquid is
simulated using the pressure acoustics module in COMSOL (Comsol AB, Sweden)[61].
In the first stage, a homogeneous linear wave equation was solved to evaluate the reactor
without taking the effects of bubbles into account. The idea was to investigate the
frequency response and the corresponding mode shapes of the vibrating structure and
acoustic field of the contained fluid. In the second stage, the degassed water volume
outside the polycarbonate tube was defined by the homogeneous linear wave equation.
However, the response of the liquid inside the polycarbonate tube, was defined by a non-
linear wave equation to account for the damping and interaction effects of the bubbles,
since the wave model of wave propagation in a bubbly liquid is used. Based on the work
done by Wijngaarden [62], Commander and Prosperetti [63], Jamshidi et.al,[64], Jordens
et.al, [65], Hussain et.al, [66], the damping is mainly due to viscous, thermal and acoustic
effects. The modified Helmholtz equation, is described by Equation 4.5.

∇2P̂ + k2mP̂ = 0 (4.5)
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Table 4.1: material properties at 20◦C used for simulations
Materials used in design of reactor Stainless steel(Austenitic) Polycarbonate Lead Zirconate Titanate
Longitudinal wave speed (m/s) 5642 1950 3970
Density of material (Kg/m3) 7800 940 7750

Youngâs modules [Pa] 200E9 0.069E9 —
Poissonâs ratio 0.29 0,46 —

where P̂ is the acoustic pressure amplitude and km is the complex wave number defined
as Equation 4.6

k2m =
ω2

C2

[
1 +

(
4πC2nbR

ω2
0 − ω2 + 2ibω

)]
(4.6)

Assuming that cavitation bubbles are uniformly distributed in the inner tube and the
pressure reaches the blake threshold. The void fraction is calculated as β = 2.10−9 for
22.6 kHz and the bubble radius is taken as R = 3µm. Table 4.1 summarizes the different
materials properties used in the COMSOL simulations.

4.2 Experimental setup

4.2.1 Cavitation reactors

Figure 4.3 and 4.4 shows a schematic description of the experimental setups. The used
batch reactor (left side of Figure 4.3 ) consists of a glass cylindrical beaker with 71 mm
outer diameter and 128 mm height. With a small inner container placed at 40 mm above
the bottom. This small container is used to fix the material to be treated in the acoustic
anti-node of the ultrasound irradiated fluid. The batch reactor was excited with a single
sonotrode at 20.8 kHz. The ultrasound tube reactor (short reactor and long reactor)
comprises sonotrodes, driven by piezo electric transducers, which were positioned radially
at the reactor wall with 120◦angular separation. The developed reactor concept uses a
vertical tube in stainless steel (10 mm thickness), vented in the top-end. The suspension
flow through the inner tube of polycarbonate material (PC) (h=3 mm) centered along
the length of the reactor. The outer tube wall is excited to induce breathing and bending
wave modes in the reactor tube, see right side of Figure 4.3 with inner tube [67]. The
flow direction has been both against and with gravity.

The long reactor assembly is shown in Figure 4.4 and is composed of a 1.2 m long
stainless steel tube with outer diameter of 110 mm and thickness of 9.6 mm. Total nine
transducers are mounted on the reactor. Three are located at the center of reactor wall
with a 120◦ angular spacing radially; The six remaining transducers are placed in the
same way at 360 mm distance away from the center both on top and bottom end of the
reactor [68]. A poly-carbonate tube, 1.4 m long, 3 mm wall thickness and 30 mm inner
diameter, was positioned along the center line of the steal tube to allow fibers to pass
through the volume of highest intensity of the acoustic field distribution. The optimum
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Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of beaker reactor with pressure mode highlighted and tube
reactor.

operating frequencies of the reactor are found at 21.3 kHz and 22.6 kHz. The reactor wall
was covered by heat insulation material for temperature control of the tube reactor. In
between heat insulation layer and the reactor wall a heating cable was wounded around
the steel tube. The polycarbonate tube were connected to the storage tank with 8 liter
volume capacity. The storage tank contains a temperature controller and a facility to
stir the fiber suspension. The storage tank is connected to the membrane pump with a
maximum flow speed of 80 l/min. From the pump the flow goes in to the ultrasound
reactor. To maintain an over pressure of 2 bar inside the reactor a narrow tube (7.5 mm
and 400 mm length ) is used to throttle the flow directly after the exit from the reactor.
In the expansion zone after the narrow tube some degree of hydrodynamic cavitation
may occur. Also the water jacket (outer tube) is pressurized to 2 bar over-pressure.
The over-pressure is needed to minimize cavitation in the water jacket. To control and
provide the ultrasound signal to the reactor, transducers are connected in parallel to a
waveform generator (Agilent 33250A, 80 MHz), a CoolGaNTM600V half-bridge drive
featuring GaNEiceDRIV ERTM , and a power unit (EA− PSI9750− 04, 0− 750V ).

4.2.2 Apparatus used

Evaluation of the reactors requires measurements of frequency responses of sound and
vibration signals, electrical impedance, and of the sound pressure mode shapes inside the
reactors using various excitation signals. Measurement setup used to verify the transient
cavitation in the developed reactor was controlled using a PC-based software and two
channel hardware (CLIO) for frequency response measurements in time and frequency
domain at 192 kHz sampling rate. Pressure responses were measured at 1-80 W electric
input power. A signal conditioning amplifier (BK NEXUS 2692) connects a pressure
sensor (Dytran model 2200V1) and a miniature shock type accelerometer (PCB 353M15)
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Figure 4.4: Schematic and experimental representation of reactor used for pulp treatment

to the measurement system. The pressure transducer has an upper- frequency limitation
of 300 kHz. Pressure response was also measured using an oscilloscope with a bandwidth
of 1 MHz [67].

4.3 Experimental methods

4.3.1 Characterization of the Reactor

Aluminium foil test

The sound field in the ultrasound reactors has been validated by an aluminum foil ex-
amination. In order to verify the ultrasonic cavitational performance of the reactor, 200
circular disks of aluminum foil, 5 mm in diameter and 15 µm in thickness, were used
as test objects. In the first test, the 200 circular discs of aluminum foil, were circulated
freely following the continuous flow through the tube reactor. In the second test the foils
are tested at the two main resonant frequencies of the reactor. The total recirculating
water volume was 10 L, The active cavitation volume inside the reactor was 1 L. Af-
ter ultrasound treatment, the aluminum foil discs were extracted for observation of the
damage pattern.

Impedance Analysis

An impedance study was carried out to evaluate the resonance modes of the reactor.
Two major resonant frequencies was identified, the first around 21.3 kHz, and the second
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one around 22.6 kHz. These frequencies are found for both the steel reactor and when
measuring the transducer assembly.

Pressure Measurements

Pressure measurements on the water filled reactor were made to further characterize the
acoustic pressure distribution inside the reactor. The pressure measurements were taken
at 60 positions along the center line of the poly-carbonate tube and made an average.
The relationship between the averaged pressure response inside the poly-carbonate tube
and the measurement position is determined by the 3D simulation model. The pressure
transducer (Dytran model 2200V1, is a probe style miniature IEPE pressure sensor with
a sensitivity of 3.5µV/pa, designed to measure pressure phenomena over frequency ranges
of 1 Hz to 300 kHz).

Calorimetric test

The input acoustic power to the test liquid and the power conversion efficiency was
determined by the calorimetric method [18]. The dissipated ultrasonic power Pdiss was
calculated from the rate of temperature increase when ultrasound is on, and rate of
temperature decrease when ultrasound is off:

Pdiss = CPM
∆T

dt
(4.7)

where Cp is the specific heat capacity of the liquid (J/kgK), M is the mass of liquid (kg)
and ∆T is temperature rise dt is time of exposure in seconds (S) [69].

The ultrasonic power density, π [3], is defined as:

π =
PA
V

(4.8)

where P is the applied acoustic power (W) and V is the volume of the ultrasonic vessel
or reactor with the unit W/L or W/cm3.

The power conversion efficiency of the reactors was determined by:

η =
PA

electricpower
(4.9)

Table 4.2 summarizes the properties of the material used in the calorimetric test.
Most of the heat dissipated by ultrasound was absorbed by the water and less heat was
absorbed by the solid materials.

4.3.2 Cellulose fiber treatment

Various types of fibers have been used in the experiments using beaker reactor, short
and long tube reactors. Soft wood chemical and mechanical fibers from spruce as well as
hardwood fibers, from birch, bleached in a chlorine free process. In case of birch fibers,
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Table 4.2: Material used in calorimetric test
Materials used for calori-
metric test

Specific heat capacitance
(J/kgK)

Density of material
(kg/m3)

Stainless steel 460 7800
Aluminum 336 2700
Polycarbonate 1210 1200
Water 4190 998
Quartz glass 700 2650

the mean fiber length was 0.9 mm [70]. The never-dried pulp were sampled at a paper mill
from the end of the bleaching process. The fibers did not receive any pre-treatment prior
to ultrasound exposure. After sonication the samples were analyzed by various methods
in terms of different fiber properties and energy aspects of the sonication. The pulp
was thereafter stored in a refrigerator. The fiber experiments were made in five different
cases: (i) freely dropped fibers in beaker; (ii) fixed fibers in case of beaker reactor; (iii)
fibers freely flow through the inner volume of the shorter tube; (iv) HT-CTMP fibers for
HAC treatment in the longer reactor; (v) secondary fibers in the long reactor.

In the developed ultrasound reactor, the fiber suspension was re-circulated through
the inner tube of the reactor. The experimental design, for the verification of the cavita-
tion effect on fiber properties, was based on the following parameters: fiber concentration,
excitation power, exposure time, excitation signal. All the experiments were performed
at a temperature of range from 50 − 80◦C. The fibers used in the experiment were
Chemi-thermomechanical pulp (CTMP), defibrilated from chemically pretreated chips.
The processing of the CTMP pulp evaluated in this study was intended to improve the
fiber properties and increase the tensile index. The pulp is pretreated before the ultra-
sound refining process. A typical pretreatment chemical is sodium sulfite. This chemical
softening of lignin by the sulfonation allows a more effective defibration of the primary
wall and deeper into the middle lamella in comparison to TMP [71][72]. Chemical pre-
treatment often helps the fibers to be removed from their wood matrix with a lower
consumption of electric energy relative to TMP. Therefore, CTMP fiber surfaces are typ-
ically finer than TMP or SGW fibers, with less fibrils and damaged sections of the fiber
wall. After ultrasonication the samples were analyzed with respect to fiber properties,
paper strength and the energy use for the sonication.

Fiber Analysis

The pulp samples which collected after sonication was stored in refrigerator and later
used for analysis. The effect on the pulp properties was measured by determining the
ultrasound absorption by using a standardized process. In this analysis, fiber measure-
ments were primarily evaluated by a L&W Fiber Tester plus analyzer using ISO 16065-2.
In this Fiber Tester unit, fibre length, width, fines, shape factor, macrofibrils and coarse-
ness by image analysis are obtained with two measurements of fiber duration. Laboratory
sheets were made and the properties tested were surface weight, thickness bundle (per
sheet), tensile strength, elongation at break, TEA, tensile stiffness, bundle density, drag
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index, TEA index and tensile stiffness index. SEM analysis was perform on pulp samples
to visualize nanometer shapes, such as microfibrills, of individual fibres. SEM functions
from traditional secondary electron imaging (SEI) style to fiber surface examination and
field-emission specialization for the evaluation of nano-structures in a varies modes of
activity. Fiber surface picture procurement requires limited preparation. A metallic
conductive coating can be added to the fiber samples to be visualized more effectively.

4.3.3 Leaching of minerals by cavitation

The ultrasound cavitation reactor was adapted to handle a highly-concentrated leaching
reagent (10 M sodium hydroxide). Tests were conducted at 38, 60 and 80◦C at varying
flow conditions, input powers and excitation frequencies. The excitation signals were
adapted to the reactor’s experimentally optimized frequency response at around 23 kHz
and 40 kHz. The temperature 60◦C was selected for comparison with reference data.
The mineral suspension flows through a separate PVC-plastic tube (Di=16mm) centered
in the water-filled reactor. Before entering the reactor cavitation bubbles were initiated
by flow through a specially designed nozzle. The nozzle function was varied by changing
orifice plates, which are 5-15 mm thick cylindrical discs with a number of small holes
in three different geometrical patterns [73]. The basic idea with the orifice plate is to
create a local velocity and pressure change, which together with flow friction through the
narrow holes, initiates cavitation bubbles. In the second intermediate stage, the bubbles
are furthered excited and collapsed in the resonance amplified reactor volume [74].

For each test, samples from the leaching solution were taken every hour. The fluid
flowing through the reactor system had a total volume of 220 ml, where 30% were within
the acoustic cavitation reactor. Each sample taken was 1.5 ml, using a pipette that was
inserted in to the temperature controlled mixing container. The samples taken was then
filtered using a 0.45µm syringe-filter setup. The filtered solution was analyzed for tung-
sten through ICP-OES (inductively coupled plasma - optical emission spectrometry).
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Chapter 5

Results and Discussions

“We are trying to prove ourselves wrong as quickly
as possible, because only in that way can we find

progress."

Richard Feynman

This chapter summarizes the results presented in the appended papers and relates
them to the research questions. The issues addressed during the research and the corre-
sponding papers are as follows:

• Multiphysics simulations and experimental verification of a scalable flow-through
cavitation reactor concept (Paper 1 and Paper3)

• Optimization of acoustic cavitation effects for energy efficient treatment of cellulose
fibers (Paper 2 and Paper 3)

• Hydrodynamic and acoustic cavitation for energy efficient refining of cellulose fibers
(Paper 4)

• Adapting the hydrodynamic and acoustic cavitation (HAC) reactor concept for
leaching of minerals (Paper 5)

5.1 Multiphysics simulations and verification of the re-
actor concept

The geometric design of the ultrasonic flow-through tube reactor was optimized using
a combination of numerical modeling and experimental verification. The cavitation in-
tensity depended on the pressure modeshape at a specific excitation frequency; zones
with high variation in sound pressure generated high cavitation intensities. Figure 5.1
compares the simulated and measured pressure responses in the center of the short re-
actor. The simulated linear acoustic response shows unrealistically high amplitudes at

35
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Figure 5.1: Calculated and measured frequency responses in the center of the 400 mm tube
reactor upon excitation with a swept sine signal by sonotrodes tuned to 23 kHz at 200 W and T
= 20◦C.

single frequencies, while the measured response is much smoother because the response
at the dedicated frequency of 22.8 kHz is non-linear, giving rise to a broadband harmonic
spectrum. Nevertheless, the experimentally observed response is broadly consistent with
the simulated response.

Figure 5.2 shows the vibration and sound pressure mode shapes of the short prototype
flow-through ultrasound reactor upon excitation at a single frequency. The reactor was
gradually optimized through an iterative process involving both numerical simulation and
experimental evaluation. Figure 5.3 shows the long reactor’s response during fibrillation.
The sonotrode design provides high-level excitation at the resonance frequency. A critical
issue in acoustic modeling is to model the boundary conditions in a physically realistic
way, which can only be done by accounting for the impedance properties of the flow
through the suspension, the attachment of the end caps to the tube reactor, and the
connection of the sonotrodes to the tube wall. The length of the water column inside
the tube also has a major impact on the response and was therefore made variable and
adjusted to maximize the response. Sonotrode responses were adjusted to the optimum
excitation frequency by adjusting the torque. Specifically, each sonotrode was first tuned
separately to the same frequency (+/- 50Hz), after which the sonotrodes were tested as
trios attached to the reactor to ensure in-phase operation at the target frequencies while
providing equal input power to all sonotrodes.
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Figure 5.2: Vibration (a) and sound pressure (b) mode shapes in the tube 400 mm reactor, and
erosion of an aluminum foil strip after immersion in the center of the reactor for 20 seconds at
50◦C (c).

Figure 5.3: a) Average sound pressure response in the inner tube of the 1200mm long ultrasound
reactor compared to simulated responses. b) Measured and simulated electrical impedance of the
ultrasound reactor.

The potential for upscaling the reactor concept was demonstrated by developing a
reactor three times longer than the prototype (L = 1200mm). A nonlinear model was
developed to describe the behavior of bubbly liquids in this long reactor to obtain a more
realistic treatment of the pressure response in the flow through the suspension (Paper 3),
which is shown in Figure 5.4.

The performance of the reactor design was verified by measuring the pressure response
in the center of the inner tube upon excitation at the optimum resonance frequency with
an electrical power of around 200W. The pressure response under these conditions pre-
dicted by FE simulations is shown in Figure 5.2 and was determined under the assumption
that the enclosed volume of water behaves linearly. In practice, cavitation occurs, which
means that the input power (delivered via pure sine waves at one or more frequencies)
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Figure 5.4: Simulated vibrational displacement and sound pressure distribution of the optimized
non-linear reactor model at the resonant frequency of 25.1 kHz.

is transformed into a harmonically related frequency response spectrum, with the am-
plitudes of some overtones being as high or higher than that of the excitation frequency
(Figure 5.5). The efficiency of the long tube reactor in flow-through mode was validated
by the aluminum foil test, which showed that high erosion rates were achieved upon
excitation at 21.3 kHz and 22.6 kHz (Paper 3). The power conversion efficiency at 22.6
kHz under static conditions was 40%.

The total loss factor of the reactor design was determined by electrical impedance
measurements in the frequency domain. The energy efficiency was highest near a well-
defined impedance minimum (φ = 0), that coincides with the maximum pressure response
in the reactor. When the input power was constant, the maximum pressure response
coincided with a current peak and a local minimum of the electric voltage (resonance).
When the system response is known, the optimum excitation frequency can be determined
without measuring the pressure.

The loss factor of the water volume was determined by exciting the system with a
swept sine signal (or chirp) and measuring the half power bandwidth of the pressure
amplitude at the resonance frequency. The response was maximized when the current
and voltage were slightly out of phase. The electrical power use is equal to the product
of the effective current and voltage and the phase angle. When the system is active, the
"loss factor" increases due to the transfer of energy to the suspension (fibers or mineral
particles) via both cavitation and frictional losses. Figure 5.6 shows how hydrodynamic
and acoustic cavitation in the reactor affected suspended cellulose fibers.
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Figure 5.5: The measured pressure response in the center of the short reactor(l = 400mm) tube
filled with degassed water at 55◦C.

5.2 Acoustic cavitation for treatment of cellulose fibers
Papers 2 and 3 focus on ultrasound cavitation treatment of cellulose fibers in the short
and long flow-through reactors. The main objective of paper 2 was to compare the results
obtained using the developed flow-through ultrasound reactors to an existing batch-type
ultrasound reactor. The fiber treatment conditions used for this purpose are summarized
in Paper 2. The average geometric properties of the fibers used in these experiments
were characterized using a pulp analyzer, and the impact of the ultrasound treatment on
pulp quality was determined by measuring the ultrasound absorption using a validated
method [75]. Two types of pulp were used to verify the cavitation effect: suspensions of
non-dried CTP birch fibers with concentrations of 0.3-0.7% by mass were used in Paper
2, while non-dried HT-CMP fibers were used in Paper 3 and 4. In general, all of the
results obtained indicated that controlled ultrasound cavitation altered the properties of
the fibers. Figure 5.7 shows the results of absorption measurements on the birch fibers
before and after treatment in the reactors; differences in absorption correspond to changes
in the fibers’ mechanical properties. The differences between the pulp samples can be
attributed to the effects of ultrasound-induced cavitation on the fiber structure.

In their analysis of single cellulose fibers subjected to ultrasonic treatment, Iwasaki
et al. identified four distinct effects: (D) fiber wall deformation; (S1) peeling of layer 1;
(SW) Swelling of layer two; and (F) Fibrillation of layer two (S2). The initial changes
in absorption observed after ultrasonic treatment can be attributed to the effects of
deformation and swelling [76]. In all of the cavitation treatment experiments presented
in Papers 2-4, the initial decline in attenuation compared to the reference fiber samples
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was probably due to the peeling of layer 1. The subsequent increase in absorption is
probably related to a fibrillation effect but could also be partly due to delamination
of the fiber wall. The increase in attenuation is most probably related to swelling and
internal fibrillation because the fiber dimensions did not change greatly. In some cases,
a decline in attenuation was accompanied by a reduction in fiber dimensions, which was
probably due to destruction of the fiber wall (see Figure 5.6). The treatment efficiency
was also found to depend on the type of excitation signal that was used. Four different
types of excitation signals were tested: pure sine, square, chirp (swept sine), and double
sine. A square wave swept over a short frequency interval around the resonance frequency
(chirp) gave the most promising results. When using a chirp signal, it was necessary to set
the input power limit carefully because signals of this type produce a pulse-like increase
in acoustic power; the acoustic pressure must be kept below a level that would cause
fiber destruction by excessive cavitation.

Figure 5.6: Scanning Electron Microscopy images of untreated and ultrasound treated cellulose
fibers.
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Figure 5.7: Measured absorption at 5 MHz of free cellulose fibers floating in a beaker (top), fibers
sonicated in the short flow-through reactor (middle), and fixed fibers in a beaker (bottom).

The measured power conversion efficiencies and foil tests showed that the acoustic
cavitation effect is stronger in the short flow-through tube reactor than in the batch
reactor (Paper 2). The most energy efficient conditions when processing birch fiber
samples amounted to 897 kWh per bone-dry metric ton (kWh/bdt). Interestingly, in one
case (see the results for EXP4), acoustic cavitation treatment was found to increase fiber
length while causing a level of attenuation comparable to that achieved under the most
efficient conditions.
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Figure 5.8: The tensile index, TEA index, and tensile stiffness index and breaking elongation of
the processed fibers process condition.

The effects on fiber properties observed after acoustic cavitation refining of HT-CTMP
fibers in the long reactor (Paper 3) were similar to those seen for the birch fibers in the
short reactor. Since CTMP fibers have a large lignin content, processing them is an
energy-intensive process. The fiber concentration in the long reactor experiments ranged
from 0.5 to 1.5% and the process temperature was around 80◦C. The maximum tensile
index of the treated fibers was 12.4 Nm/g (see Figure 5.8), which was achieved with
square wave excitation at 22.6 kHz, giving an energy consumption equivalent to 1051
kWh/bdt. The best results with respect to TEA index were obtained under the EXP52

conditions, which involved double frequency excitation at 21.3 and 22.6 kHz with an
energy consumption equivalent to 454 kWh/bdt. EXP65 treatment conditions yielded
the best results in terms of fiber absorption and fibrillation (see Figure 5.10). However, it
should be noted that the paper strength was not measured for samples processed under
the EXP65 conditions and in some other cases that yielded high absorption.
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Figure 5.9: Supplied electrical energy with respect to fiber absorption.

Figure 5.10: SEM images (350x magnification) of fiber samples: untreated and processed under
the EXP6 conditions with exposure times corresponding to energy consumptions of 906 kWh/bdt
(EXP65), and 1109 kWh/bdt (EXP66).
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5.3 HAC for energy efficient refining of cellulose fibers
The evaluation of the hydrodynamic and acoustic cavitation (HAC) treatment effect us-
ing the long reactor was made with two different fiber types. The HAC experiments
have been performed in 16 different process conditions (EXP8-EXP24), with up to seven
different energy levels in each condition (Paper4). The fibers were of the type high tem-
perature chemi-thermo mechanical pulp (HT-CTMP) taken out from existing process at
two different stages of refinement (Batch 1: Exp8 - EXP12 and Batch 2: EXP13-EXP24).
Venturi V1 and Venturi V2 are two different geometrically shaped hydrodynamic cavi-
tation designs that have been evaluated (Paper 4). The first batch (Exp8 - EXP12) of
experiments was carried out with the Venturi V1, and the second batch (Exp13 - EXP24)
of experiments was carried out with the Venturi V2. The design of Venturi V2 was made
to avoid a coagulation that happened using Venturi V1 during Batch 1 experiments.

Figure 5.11: Measured absorption properties of pulp subjected to HAC treatment under various
process conditions using the Venturi V1 design.
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Figure 5.12: Tensile index, tensile stiffness index, TEA index and Breaking elongation for fibers
subjected to HAC treatment with different process conditions.

The hydrodynamic cavitation intensity was varied by inducing cavitation using two
different Venturi nozzle designs at different flow speeds and concentrations. The acoustic
cavitation intensity was adjusted by varying the acoustic power (between 200 and 335
W), the properties of the excitation signal, and the process temperature (between 60 and
80◦C). The excitation frequency of the square wave signal was constant or varied slightly
around 22.6 kHz.

HAC treatment improved paper strength under all process conditions for both fiber
batches (see Figure 5.12 and 5.15). However, paper strength was only measured for the
cases with the highest energy levels except in one case for batch 2 (EXP20). Interestingly,
the case with lowest energy level under the EXP20 conditions (EXP202) gave the best
results with respect to the tensile strength index for batch 2 (see figure 9). However, the
EXP104 conditions gave the highest tensile strength (17.8Nm/g). The reasons for the
high tensile strength obtained under the low energy EXP20 conditions may be related
to the relatively low acoustic power (200 W), which is almost in the range of hydraulic
power, and the comparatively low process temperature of 60◦C. In batches 1 and 2,
the highest paper strength was achieved under the EXP202 and EXP104 conditions,
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which had the lowest equivalent energy consumption (358kWh/bdt and 342kWh/bdt,
respectively).

Figure 5.13: Mean fiber length vs tensile strength of fibers from batch 2 processed under various
cavitation conditions using the Venturi V2 reactor design.

Figure 5.14: SEM images (350x magnification) of fiber samples: untreated and processed under
the EXP10 and EXP20 conditions with exposure times corresponding to energy consumptions
of 386 kWh/bdt (EXP104), and 358 kWh/bdt (EXP202).

The results presented in Paper 4 show that strong paper can be produced using a
Venturi nozzle (V1) and flow conditions (mass flow, 2% concentration) that induce hy-
drodynamic cavitation with an intensity proportional to the acoustic cavitation intensity
(0.2W/cm3). The efficiency of the acoustic cavitation effect is probably related to the
fact that the reactor is most efficient at 60◦C.

In the cases where paper strength increased, the mean length of the HAC-refined
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fibers was 10% lower than that of the reference fibers, but their mean width was virtually
unchanged. These HAC-refined fibers exhibited increased absorption, as shown in Figure
5.11. To some extent the SEM analysis shows a change in fiber morphology that could
be linked to cavitation induced fibrillation (see Figure 5.14).
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Figure 5.15: Tensile index, tensile stiffness index and TEA index of fibers from batch 2 processed
at different experimental conditions.
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5.4 Adapting the HAC reactor concept for leaching of
minerals

It was hypothesized that in addition to its beneficial effects on fibrillation, hydrodynamic
and acoustic cavitation might also be useful in mineral leaching. Figure 5.16 shows
the recovery rate of tungsten by acoustic and hydrodynamic cavitation (Paper 5). The
process variables with the greatest effect on the recovery rate were the temperature and
flow direction , which is perhaps unsurprising; orienting the flow in opposition to gravity
increased the recovery rate by almost 50%. The mean recoveries achieved using top-down
flow was 16%, while that for bottom-up flow was over 20% at a power of 400 W with
excitation at two frequencies. The superior performance achieved using bottom-up flow
was probably due to the effect of gravitation, which causes heavier particles to spend
more time inside the reactor. The results obtained under the optimized conditions (Test
11) validated the choices made: the recovery rates achieved for tungsten were significantly
improved ( 71.5% after 6h, with an energetic cost equivalent to 130 kWh/kg scheelite
concentrate in the latter case). For comparative purposes, the recovery rate achieved in
a reference chemical reactor test involving stirring 220 ml of the leaching reagent at the
same temperature and exposure time as used in the later HAC case was 38%.

Figure 5.16: Leaching recovery of tungsten (W) from Scheelite using ultrasound-induced hydro-
dynamic cavitation and conventional chemical leaching. The black line represents the leaching
effect due to the circulating flow.

The low recovery ratio observed in Test 11 after 2 h was probably due to a temporary
sedimentation or coagulation effect that created an uneven distribution of the leaching
reagents in the flow circuit. This could have caused a large proportion of the scheelite
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concentrate to be temporarily stuck in the flow circuit without entering the reactor or
the beaker from which samples were taken.

HAC enabled a tungsten (WO3) recovery of 71.5% to be achieved at an energetic
cost equivalent to 130 kWh/kg scheelite concentrate. Chemical leaching by stirring at
600 rpm in a beaker containing 220 ml of the leaching reagent at the same temperature
as used in the HAC experiment with the same exposure time gave a recovery rate of
36.9%. Autoclave leaching at very high temperatures and pressures [77] reportedly allows
recovery rates of up to around 70% to be achieved on a laboratory scale [78]. However,
the results of Test 11 show that the combination of a mild hydrodynamic effect and
acoustic cavitation allows comparable tungsten recovery rates to be achieved under much
more sustainable conditions with comparatively low energy expenditure in an open flow
circuit.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

“I would rather have questions that can’t be answered
than answers that can’t be questioned."

Richard Feynman

Energy efficient process intensification can be achieved by combining hydrodynamic
and acoustic cavitation. However, extensive optimization based on multiphysical simula-
tions and experimental investigations is needed to maximize the efficiency gains achieved
in this way and to understand the relationships between the physical phenomena respon-
sible for the desired process outcomes. Using these methods, a scalable flow-through
ultrasound reactor concept was developed, implemented, and evaluated in two different
applications: i) fibrillation of cellulose fibers, which is a key process in the paper and
pulp industry, and ii) metal leaching from mineral concentrates. A key objective during
these evaluations was to maximize the efficiency with which cavitation was induced us-
ing the energy in the dedicated electrical excitation signal in order to support process
intensification. In an ideal reactor design (which can be defined in terms of the choice of
sonotrodes, the tube structure, and the fluid volume), synchronized impedance match-
ing is maintained when high power is applied. The use of optimized venturi nozzles
ensures reliable initiation of cavitation bubbles and bifurcation of the suspension. The
cavitation bubbles are then collapsed with high-intensity ultrasound at the specific res-
onance frequencies of the resonant reactor volume. Excitation at the reactor resonance
frequencies using dedicated sine or square wave signals induced pressure fluctuations in
the flow-through reactor that caused intense cavitation effects. The power conversion
efficiencies of the developed reactors are 36 and 40% under static conditions. However,
the cavitation effects on treated materials in flow mode were over twice as strong as these
efficiencies imply. The efficiency of cavitation depended on the liquid used in the reactor
and the material to be treated. The best experimental results were obtained at process
temperatures of 50 − 60◦C in the case of fiber pulp processing and 80◦C in the case of
tungsten leaching from scheelite using sodium hydroxide.

The mechanical properties of the processed fibers were changed by sonication in all
of the fibrillation tests. The long (1200 mm) flow-through reactor was more efficient
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than the smaller reactor (400 mm), which in turn was better than a traditional batch
reactor (modeled by inserting a sonotrode into a beaker). Keeping the fibers in the antin-
ode of the mode shape of the irradiation frequency is proved to be highly important for
effective processing. The effects of cavitation treatment on fiber properties were evalu-
ated using a low-intensity ultrasound pulse-echo based measurement method, a standard
pulp analyzer, paper strength measurements, and scanning electron microscopy. Paper
strength of cavitation treated HT-CTMP fibers was only improved when hydrodynamic
and acoustic cavitation was combined. The hydrodynamic initiation of cavitation bub-
bles and proper mixing was efficiently achieved by a nine hole Venturi nozzle. The best
results was obtained for 2% pulp concentration at 60◦C.

When leaching tungsten (WO3) from scheelite using the designed ultrasonic cavita-
tion reactor, a recovery rate of 71.5% was achieved after 6h exposure at 80◦C. The energy
consumed during this process was equivalent to 131 kWh/kg concentrate. For compar-
ative purposes, the recovery achieved by conventional stirring at the same temperature
with the same exposure time was only 36.7%. The maximum recovery rate achieved
in the reactor is probably attributable to the collapse of bubbles, which generates high
localized temperatures as well as shockwaves and microjets that remove diffusion layers
from the mineral particles, facilitating extraction. However, longer exposure times and
higher process temperatures are needed to achieve leaching recovery rates comparable to
those achieved using the best modern autoclave methods. The long term objective is to
increase the recovery rate of tungsten from scheelite concentrates to over 90%.

In summary, the results obtained show that efficient cavitation requires a certain
acoustic power density in the flow-through zone. Additionally, energy-efficient acoustic
cavitation treatment can only be achieved if the flow is oriented in opposition to gravity
under hydrodynamic conditions that ensure initiation of cavitation bubbles and proper
mixing.



Chapter 7

Future Work

Based on the results presented herein, a number of potentially fruitful objectives for
future research can be identified. These include:

• Better characterization of the variation in the impedance, density, and viscosity of
the flowing suspension in hydrodynamic and acoustic cavitation reactors.

• Performing additional experiments using different types of fibers and a wider range
of power and energy levels in order to identify optimal power densities for specific
combinations of fiber type, material concentration, and desired fibrillation effect.

• Developing detailed models of cellulose fiber walls to better understand how pres-
sure pulse impacts affect inner fibrillation.

• Extensive fiber quality verification using methods such as tensile index analysis in
accordance with the ISO 1924-3 standard, and correlation of the results obtained
in this way with on-line fiber absorption measurements.

• Performing leaching experiments using greater quantities of mineral solution and
other hard-to-leach minerals such as titanite, as well as extended exposure times
and flow rates to determine the maximum recovery rates achievable with the HAC
reactors.

• Further developing the multiphysical optimization methods applied in the thesis
to better combine and balance the contributions of acoustic and hydrodynamic
cavitation.
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